
ONYRO is a robot serving 

drinks at the table without any help

Drived by waiters, he helps them

during service and table clearing
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STAFF CAN USE HIM EASILY

A waiter calls ONYRO by raising his arm while looking in

his direction;

ONYRO detects this gesture and heads towards him;

The waiter chooses drinks and a table number on the

robot screen and can carry out other tasks;

ONYRO goes to his corner where he uses dedicated

utensils (refrigerator, glasses, straws, etc.) or to the bar

according to the order;

ONYRO prepares the order and goes to the customer

table;

ONYRO says a polite sentence and places the drinks

directely on the customer table.

SALES MANAGEMENT  

The owner  uses an integrated application to keep track

of table consumption.  

Once the bill is paid, he deletes the data.

UNIQUE IN THE WORLD
ONYRO is the very first robot of this type.

Multi-awarded, he is the fruit of the French company

ipsum tek.

Based upon a unique concept: ONYRO uses its own

utensils (glasses, fridge, etc.) 

EVOLUTIONARY
Software upgrades will enable other functions such as:

Independent service of more products (bread,

cutlery, dishes, etc.)

Calling customer by raising the arm and taking

verbal orders

Table settings

Regular rounds of attention

etc.

AUTONOMOUS
ONYRO is entirely self-managed: 

Autonomous Service, Recharge, Decisions. 

8-hour operating time without recharge.



PROFITS
One or more ONYRO robots can take care of almost the entire beverage service in a restaurant:

From soda to cocktail to glass of wine.

PROFITABILITY

An extra who works 24/7 without

any days off

Increase the turnover thanks to

the attractiveness effect

Low cost

ATTRACTION FOR CUSTOMERS

Image of modernity

Expectations of the new

generation customers

Free advertising by Media

MORE EFFICIENT STAFF

The robot carries out tasks of little

added value

24/7 availability

Table clearing: Brings dishes back

to the kitchen



540mm (D) x 1450mm (H). 60Kg

Maximum speed 0.8m/s

Autonomy: 8H / Charge 2H

Anti-tilt staircase

AUTONOMOUS SERVICE

ONYRO serves traditional drinks (sodas, beers, etc.),

wines and champagnes to the customer's table.

COLLABORATIVE MODE 

In tandem with the bar, ONYRO serves percolator

coffees, draft beers and cocktails.

TABLES CLEARING

The staff puts dirty plates and glasses on a 

dedicated tray and sends the robot to the kitchen.

Note 1: All these modes are configurable 

Note 2: Acting in fleet of robots, each one can be assigned to a specific mode

FUNCTIONSPRICES 
(EXCLUDING TAX)

RENTAL

Down payment of €6,000 then €990/month

Included in the price:

Shipping 

Installation / Training 

Support / Maintenance

Minimum contract: 1 year 
Software update: additional cost  of €150 / month

SPECIFICATIONS

Automatic return to charging station

Quiet operation

Works in areas without wifi

Installation duration: one day


